No matter the desired look – from sleek contemporary, to traditional and rustic – Conestoga’s Argos collection has your texture…and in 19 colors, from subtle to stunning. Argos offers a variety of textures ranging from deep linear patterns to more subtle embossed grains that perfectly align with cathedrals and other inherent grain characteristics. These highly durable, easy-care surfaces offer the most realistic textures in the industry, with lifelike depth in look and feel that defies the eye.

Argos Collection

Thermally Textured Surfaces for most every texture taste!
Non-Sequenced Grain
- This is our standard method of production.
- Each door and drawer front will have its own random grain pattern.
- Vertical and Horizontal grain orientation is available with no upcharge.

Sequential Grain Match
- The Sequential Grain Matching option is available on Argos Slab doors and drawer fronts.
- Vertical and Horizontal grain orientation is available.
- Sequence matching will flow through all associated parts within individual cabinets. Graining will not be sequenced from cabinet to cabinet.
- The maximum cabinet size for the Sequence Grain Match option is 79" x 96" vertical grain, or 96" x 79" horizontal grain.
- Sequence Grain Matching templates are available to quickly and easily order sequenced matched products. These templates identify the position and sequence of the doors and drawer fronts within each cabinet. Contact your Sales or Customer Service Representative.

Additional Products and Options

Frame only doors available in all colors eligible for Five-Piece Deep design.
Wainscot and multi-panel doors available in Five-Piece Deep and Five-Piece Shallow only.
Heat shields protect cabinets next to high heat generating appliances.
Pewter edgeband available with all colors.
Rolls of matching edgeband in all Argos TTS colors as well as pewter.
Argos TTS veneers available in all colors (texture differs from doors).
- Available in Slab, Three-Piece and Five-Piece construction, door and drawer front designs can be mixed to achieve a variety of looks and price points.
- Significant cost savings compared to finished wood components.
- Shorter lead-times and no finishing allow you to ship complete kitchens sooner, improving your output and cash flow.
- Highly durable TTS materials are resistant to scratches, dents and fingerprints.
- TTS products offer a high level of stability that withstand warping and bowing, even in high humidity or arid environments.
- Made with sustainable materials including wood chips, fiber and recycled wood makes the collection an environmentally friendly choice.

What are Thermally Textured Surfaces?
A highly durable material featuring a wide variety of textured surfaces that are thermally fused and heat stamped onto a CARB/TSCA compliant core.
The Argos Collection features a variety of textures that may not be the same on the face and back. Beneath the color name and number the texture noted indicates the face/back of each TTS board. These textures are determined by the board manufacturer and cannot be modified.